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NeuBielefeld welcomes careful drivers. 

 

Somebody muttered to me about how I don’t do much for mecha. I was asked, 

“How about a ‘proper 6mm scenario so I can get the mecha out?” 

Now there are several really detailed rule sets for mecha, but with Hellfire we 

have one where the great lords of war have to interact with hoi polloi and even 
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riffraff such as infantry. Then I saw the pictures Shawn Reis posted of his 

wargames table. At that point a game (and the city of NeuBielefeld) was born. 

When describing the scenario, this wargames table is the battlefield I’ve got in 

mind, but just use what you’ve got to get the same general layout. 

 

 

The basic outline of the scenario is simple. For some weeks now, there has been 

fighting to the west of NeuBielefeld. Finally the Confederacy has thrown in the 

mecha, and has punched a hole through Federation lines. The front has 

collapsed and Federation forces are streaming north and south rather than get 

trapped in NeuBielefeld. 

Only 147th infantry battalion, which had been in NeuBielefeld, getting rebuilt and 

re-equipped, remains to defend the town. 

Help is at hand, a Marine Assault Battalion is off shore and is going to deploy to 

strengthen the garrison. 

Currently, advancing upon NeuBielefeld, is the 4th Mecha Company. Although 

part of the breakthrough, they were pulled back to rearm, and then sent to 

spearhead the attack on NeuBielefeld. Because of the fierce nature of the 

fighting, there are no frontline units to send with them. Instead they are 

supported by the 3rd Independent Irregular Brigade. This formation is part horse 

mounted, and part carried in civilian lorries that have been repurposed. Further 
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supports are promised, including a battalion of Military Police to ensure the 

Brigade doesn’t make off with anything not actually structural. 

The forces 

4th Mecha Company  

This company starts by entering the table on the first move, at the opposite end 

to the port. 

The Mecha, ‘Liberty or Death.’ 

This has Heavy Armour. Mounts vehicle mounted artillery with two guided and 

twelve unguided projectiles, one crew served energy weapon, one crew served 

projectile weapon. Portable ECM. Full vehicle NBC protection.  

Reaction 5,5,5,5,1,1,1,1 24pts 

Moves at 6" per move,  

The Mecha, ‘God of War’ 

This has Heavy Armour. Mounts two crew served energy weapons, one crew 

served projectile weapon. Portable ECM. Full vehicle NBC protection.  

Reaction 5,5,5,5,1,1,1,1 24pts 

Moves at 6" per move,  

The Mecha, ‘Peace Maker’ 

This has Heavy Armour. Mounts array of 16 manportable unguided rockets, can 

fire all at once at the same target, or as many or as few as you want. (When it 

uses all of them it can retire off table to reload, takes d6 moves). There is also 

one crew served energy weapon, one crew served projectile weapon. Portable 

ECM. Full vehicle NBC protection.  

Reaction 5,5,5,5,1,1,1,1 24pts 

Moves at 6" per move,  

The Mecha, ‘Mailed Fist’ 

This has Heavy Armour. Mounts vehicle mounted artillery modified to fire 

unguided nerve gas projectiles of which it has six, plus 6 unguided HE 

projectiles, one crew served energy weapon, one crew served projectile weapon. 

Portable ECM. Full vehicle NBC protection.  

Reaction 5,5,5,5,1,1,1,1 24pts 

Moves at 6" per move,  

The Mecha, ‘Load Sixteen Tons’ 

This has Heavy Armour. Mounts vehicle mounted artillery capable of firing 

smoke, has six prismatic and six ordinary. It also has 12 unguided HE 
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projectiles. It also has one crew served energy weapon, one crew served 

projectile weapon. Portable ECM. Full vehicle NBC protection.  

Reaction 5,5,5,5,1,1,1,1 24pts 

Moves at 6" per move,  

Note that whilst 6” may not seem a lot, you can move extra using order points. 

3rd Independent Irregular Brigade. 

These come on in dribs and drabs, but at least the battalions manage to stay 

together. They will arrive at random, both on the same edge as the Mecha. This 

is the western edge. But they can also potentially arrive on the northern edge as 

well.  At the end of each move, roll a d6. On a 5 or 6 one of the battalions will 

arrive. Roll at random to see which one and where it appears. Next move it can 

deploy on the table edge and can move properly in subsequent moves. Note that 

they have no electronics so will depend on the mecha for ECM. They also have 

only improvised NBC. 

Each battalion also has attached to it an engineer officer whose job is to detect 

mines that might have an unfortunate effect on mecha. Some ill-intentioned 

person may have placed a couple of tons of explosives in a storm drain or 

similar. This figure can move between companies but costs order points to do so. 

The engineer doesn’t need to spend points to spot a mine, merely move over it 

(or within three inches of it). Because of the sensitivity of the equipment, he 

may get false positives. The defender must tell the engineer where the mine is, 

but can create as many false positives as there are mines. 

Note that the Irregulars are prone to looting. If Irregular troops get within six 

inches of a building they will ‘storm it’ and loot it. (This they do without you 

having to spend order points.) This happens company by company, but men of 

the same battalion are happy to join together in looting the same building, but if 

men from a second battalion try and enter the building, the first battalion with 

attempt to throw them out. There will be one round of combat, and the second 

battalion will count as assaulting a defended position. If they are defeated they 

abandon the attempt.  

Troops will spend 2d6 moves looting a building. When they’ve finished, roll a d6 

for each company. That’s how many bases will desert with their loot. You can 

amalgamate the remaining bases to bring companies up to strength if you want. 

Also roll d6 for the building. On a 1,2,3 it is building, smoke will start to drift 

downwind (roll at random for wind direction when you need it) for the rest of the 

game, the front edge of the smoke will move at 6” per move, but after 24 inches 

will mainly go upwards limiting the length of the ad hoc smoke screen.  

There are two ways of getting them out of the building early. One is to fire nerve 

gas into it, and next move everybody tumbles out. They lose one reaction 

number and take 2 moves to reorganise themselves. 
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You can sent in military police. One military police company can go into a 

building, and the entire battalion will tumble out next term. Again they lose one 

reaction number and take 2 moves to reorganise themselves. 

Rakell Cavalry Battalion. 

This has three companies, each of seven bases of horsemen. They are armed 

with personal energy weapons and wear ablative armour. There is also one 

company equipped with two technicals mounting a crew served projectile 

weapon. These have improvised armour. 

Reaction 3,2,3,2,1,2,2,1 16pts 

Savoyard Cavalry Battalion.  

This has four companies, each of eight bases of horsemen. They are armed with 

personal energy weapons and wear ablative armour. There is also one company 

equipped with three technicals mounting a crew served projectile weapon. These 

have improvised armour. 

Reaction 3,3,3,2,1,1,1,1 15pts 

How about these for the Irregular Horsemen 

 
Figures by Brigade 

Models, https://www.brigademodels.co.uk/6mmSF/SAC/SF300-675.html 

Markoff Infantry Battalion 

This has four companies, each of nine bases of Infantry. They are transported in 

unarmoured civilian trucks. They are armed with personal energy weapons and 

https://www.brigademodels.co.uk/6mmSF/SAC/SF300-675.html
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wear ablative armour. Each company will have a crew served projectile weapon. 

This will be carried/dragged by the crew at infantry pace. 

Reaction 3,2,2,2,2,1,1,1 14pts 

Bardwin Infantry Battalion   

This has four companies, each of ten bases of Infantry. They are transported in 

unarmoured civilian trucks. They are armed with personal energy weapons and 

wear ablative armour. Each company will have a crew served projectile weapon. 

This will be carried/dragged by the crew at infantry pace. 

Reaction 2,2,2,2,2,1,1,1 13pts 

And if you want infantry to match the horsemen 

 

More from Brigade 

Models https://www.brigademodels.co.uk/6mmSF/SAC/SF300-670.html 

Further Supports. 

Military Police Battalion 

This has four companies, each of eight bases of infantry. They are armed with 

personal energy weapons and wear ablative armour. They travel in armoured 

personnel carriers with light armour, the only fire is from their small arms. Each 

company does have a 9th APC which mounts a crew served projectile weapon.  

Reaction 3,2,3,2,2,2,2,1 17pts 

https://www.brigademodels.co.uk/6mmSF/SAC/SF300-670.html
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Once the last of the 3rd Independent Irregular Brigade have arrived on table, 

roll for the Military police using the same system. They arrive one company at a 

time having been spread all over the countryside trying to collect evidence of 

Irregular malfeasance. They have personal NBC protection and each company 

has portable ECM.  

And if you’re short of military police try these 

 
More from Brigade 

Models https://www.brigademodels.co.uk/HammersSlammers/Forlorn%20

Hope%20-%206mm/HS6-360.html 

The Defenders 

The civilian population has been (largely) evacuated.  

147th infantry battalion 

This has been brought up to strength and is fully equipped. There are five 

companies, each ten bases strong. They are armed with personal projectile 

weapons and wear flak. Each base has one man portable guided rocket, and 

each company has portable ECM. Each man has personal NBC protection. Each 

company also has two crew served energy weapons, each of which has an extra 

base to man it.  

Reaction 2,2,3,3,2,2,2,2 18pts 

You have also planted three large mines which can demolish a mecha. Note 

them down on a map. They can be detected by competent infantry, but 

otherwise a mecha cannot detect them. They’re probably in storm drains, or 

https://www.brigademodels.co.uk/HammersSlammers/Forlorn%20Hope%20-%206mm/HS6-360.html
https://www.brigademodels.co.uk/HammersSlammers/Forlorn%20Hope%20-%206mm/HS6-360.html
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attached to the city’s gas pipes or something. Because they’re so big, instead of 

the usual 50% chance of causing damage as the mecha passes through, these 

are 60% chance. This will immobilise it. If it is damaged there is another 60% 

chance of it falling over and being put totally out of action. If it does survive, it 

gets -3 to hit with any weapons systems because everything is so shaken up. 

Also it cannot move more than six inches. (If it has survived but has problems 

with targeting the mecha can leave the battlefield and spend d10 turns 

recalibrating targeting computers.)  

Deployment. You cannot deploy within a foot within the western or northern 

table edges. They can be dug in open areas or holed up in buildings. 

Marine Assault Battalion 

This arrives on the Eastern edge where there is the harbour. The Battalion is 

merely part of an assault force which includes the ships that deliver it. Here it 

really depends what you have. I would suggest that you have a couple of ‘gun 

barges’ providing heavy support, a couple of small patrol boats, lightly armed to 

get in fast and see what’s there, and enough tank landing craft of various sorts 

to unload six heavy tanks. Also if you have a big Roll-on/roll-off ship it can carry 

an infantry company as well. 

Vague suggestions as to armament, depending on what you’ve got. If you need 

reaction for these boats and aircraft, the crews count as marines. 

If you want marines, what about these from Brigade Models 

https://www.brigademodels.co.uk/6mmSF/PacFed/SF300-770.html 

 
 

https://www.brigademodels.co.uk/6mmSF/PacFed/SF300-770.html
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Gun barge. Has light armour and mounts vehicle mounted artillery with three 

guided and effectively infinite unguided projectiles, along with a couple of crew 

served projectile weapons. It also has portable EC and full vehicle NBC 

protection.  

Patrol Boat. Light armour, crew served projectile weapon. It also has portable 

ECM and full vehicle NBC protection 

Tank landing barge. Light armour, a couple of crew served projectile weapons. 

It also has portable ECM and full vehicle NBC protection. It also carries one 

heavy tank.  

Roll-on/roll-off Landing ship. Light armour three or four crew served 

projectile weapons. It also has Emplaced ECM (because a ship is a big vehicle) 

and full vehicle NBC protection. It also carries several heavy tanks and an 

infantry company.  

Marine Transport Ship 

Light armour three or four crew served projectile weapons. It also has Emplaced 

ECM (because a ship is a big vehicle) and full vehicle NBC protection. It also 

carries several infantry companies and has facilities to load them into VTOLs. 

 

Marine VTOL 

This is a transport aircraft, and as a crew served projectile weapon, basically for 

self-defence.  
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Also from Iliada Game Studio 

 https://www.iliadagamestudio.com/product-page/vtol-ship 

Or  

https://www.iliadagamestudio.com/6mm. 

 

Air deployment. 

Some of your marines will come in by air from a ship off shore. You can ferry 

troops ashore in two big troop carrying VTOLs, each capable of carrying a 

company. The ship will also have Light armour, a couple of crew served 

projectile weapons. It also has Emplaced ECM and full vehicle NBC protection. 

A Marine Company 

Each company has 9 bases of infantry who wear flak armour with full NBC 

protection, and carry personal projectile weapons. A tenth base has a crew 

served projectile weapon. Each Company has three bases which have three 

manportable guided missiles.  

Reaction 3,3,3,3,2,2,2,2 20pts 

https://www.iliadagamestudio.com/product-page/vtol-ship
https://www.iliadagamestudio.com/6mm
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The Marine Heavy tanks 

Each tank has heavy armour and mounts a vehicle mounted artillery with three 

guided and twelve unguided projectiles. It also has a crew served projectile 

weapon. Portable ECM. Full vehicle NBC protection.  

Reaction 5,5,5,5,1,1,1,1 24pts 

Marine arrival 

The arrival of the marines is determined randomly. Given the various parts a 

number on which they arrive. (I suggest 15) Each part will then roll a d6 each 

move and can come on when its total is fifteen. So the patrol boats might arrive 

after the landing craft. You can stop this, as troops can always arrive AFTER they 

make the total of 15. So effectively they’re lurking offshore wondering where the 

rest have got to.  

Boats will enter via the harbour, troops landed by VTOL can land anywhere, but 

it’s probably unwise to spend too much time flying over the battlefield. 

Solo Play 

This is probably best done with the player being the defender.  

The mecha will advance methodically, ideally they will not go down a road until 

their infantry have been down it first to check for mines. So the attackers will 

probably spend a lot of time trying to keep their infantry moving forward. 

 If a mecha is fired at it will return fire and will try to step back into cover. 

 If a mecha isn’t fired at, it will try and open fire on enemy firing at other 

mecha.  

 If it isn’t fired at and cannot see any enemy, roll a d6. On a 1 it will open 

fire on the nearest building with artillery, having mistaken hiding civilians 

for enemy infantry. Otherwise it will then try to advance 

 The mecha will work their way towards the harbour. If a mecha isn’t 

under fire and can see no enemy, it will move towards the harbour. But if 

it doesn’t have Irregulars leading the way, it needs a 6 on a d6 to go 

down a street no mecha has been down. 

 Irregulars will try and get into buildings to loot them. If possible military 

police or mecha will attempt to get them out.  

Winning and losing 

During the game, mark buildings hit by artillery or missiles. Each building gets 1 

point per hit. At the end of the game roll d6. If you roll less than the total, the 

building is unsafe and must be demolished.  

Buildings which were set on fire must be demolished because they’re unsafe. 

The winner is the one who controls a city which still has more than 50% of its 

buildings that do not need to be demolished. 
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